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What makes Aviator different? In addition to our full-time staff, we have two dedicated training
facilities with massive flying sites and use the most state-of-the-art training tactics available
today. It encapsulates a sense of PURE freedom, can be launched from a small field, is simple
to fly and to transport, requires no licensing or medical. Unlike a traditional aircraft, a paramotor
is inherently stable while offering an an even greater degree of precision and control. The pilot
sits in a seat, suspended by kevlar lines attached to the glider. The paramotor attaches to the
harness or the trike, and provides thrust for climbing or flying level most anywhere you wish.
Powered paragliding is a mature sport in existence for years, wildly popular in Europe and
South America and growing in popularity in the United States. Is it safe? According to
researchers, the risks are somewhere between driving a motorcycle and driving a car, and is
significantly reduced by completing a thorough training program, employing good decision
making skills, and being aware of your surroundings and conditions. The vast majority of
paramotor pilots grow old into the sport without injury. Mitigating risk is extremely easy, and
good instruction will help you do so. How fast do they fly? Generally, a beginner glider flies at a
constant mph, but takeoffs and landings are at a much slower speed and easily done on foot.
Expert rated gliders can fly significantly faster, even over 50 mph. Larger motors do not have an
effect on speed, as more power simply translates into a faster climb rate. How high do they fly?
In the U. Your motor and wing combination also determines your rate of climb, and how high
you can fly. Generally, paramotor pilots prefer to fly between ft where the amazing sense of
freedom and exploration can be fully absorbed. What are the fitness and age requirements? The
paramotor does most of the work. If you plan to foot launch, you will need to be able to walk and
run with the weight of the motor on your back before launching lbs depending on motor
selection. There are pilots who fly well into their 70's and those who begin as young as 12 years
old. No medical certification is required. At Aviator PPG, we have even successfully trained a
student who is blind in one eye as well as a leg amputee to foot launch and fly well! What
weather can I fly in? With experience, these boundaries may be safely crossed. It is imperative
your training program include an in-depth course on weather-based decision making. Do I need
a license to fly a paramotor? Paramotoring in the U. No license, medical certificate or
registration is required. Training is crucial, and your syllabus should include an in depth class
on general regulations and airspace rules. Can I carry passengers? However, U. Powered
Paragliding Association tandem qualified instructors have an exemption to carry a single
passenger for training purposes. What if I have a fear of heights? Most pilots actually DO have a
fear of heights, such as climbing ladders or standing near the edge of a precipice. What if the
motor quits? Therefore, so long as you have been flying within glide range of at least a larger
yard or field that affords a clear touch-down zone, unplanned power loses are nothing more
than a mere inconvenience. What kind of flying can I do from a paramotor? It takes less than 10
minutes to set-up and get off the ground, and you can fly from very small spaces in the right
conditions. The type of flying you do will depend on your desires, training, experience, aptitude,
and level of risk exposure you are comfortable with. The portability of paramotors and gliders
allows you to take them in your car anywhere you travel, or even ship to your destination ahead
of time. How do I choose a school? This is a personal choice, but can make an enormous
difference in your overall experience, safety, and aptitude upon completion of training.
Remember, there is no license requirement, and that goes for instructors as well, meaning
anyone can legally open a PPG School. Do your research, contact former students directly and
ask their opinion of the school to get a well rounded picture of what to expect. There are
companies that may even be at the top of internet searches that you should be very diligent in
your research of. How do I choose a motor and wing? If your school-of-choice offers free top
quality rentals as part of your training as we do at Aviator PPG, there is no reason to make the
all-to-common mistake of purchasing expensive and perhaps inappropriate gear before you
even get started. While there is no obligation to purchase your gear through our school, we
hope to help connect you with exactly the gear you need, whether it is new, or used. How much
does gear cost? Obviously, used gear can be found for less, but requires careful shopping as
paramotor and glider safety is paramount and there have been amazing technological advances
in the last decade. The training fee is a small fraction of the gear investment, so we encourage
anyone thinking about the sport but hesitating due to the cost of gear to at least come out and
get training, an awesome experience in itself. What are the recurrent operating costs? General
maintenance costs include new belts, rebuilding carbs, new spark-plugs, and hour servicesâ€¦
All of which we can either handle for you here at our school, or we will be happy to teach you to
do yourself as part of your training. These low costs make paramotoring the obvious choice for
those who have always wanted to fly, but want to do it as cost effectively as possible. No,
parasailing is what you do on a beach vacation where you get dragged around by a boat
underneath a round parachute and you have zero control. An advantage is that properly

licensed PPC pilots flying a properly registered aircraft may carry a passenger. How do I get in
the air safely when my first flight is a solo event? Before your first flight, you will do many hours
of launch practice, glider kiting practice, ground school, simulator practice, videos
demonstrations, instructor demonstrations, motor on taxiing, etc. You will not get into the air
until our instructional staff all agrees that you demonstrate the skill and confidence to succeed.
The hardest part of the sport truly is the launch, because once off the ground, gravity and
pendular effect make the PPG inherently stable and very easy to fly. You will be guided through
your first dozen or so flights via the encouraging, calm, and confident voice of your instructor
who will be on radio with you throughout the entire event guiding you back to a safe landing
each time. If interested in learning more about the process, please ask us for a copy of our
syllabus. What else will I need to start training? Generally, light clothing, a pair of sunglasses, a
hat, and high-top shoes that provide a some ankle support and of course a great attitude.
Training can be challenging at times, but the end result is SO rewarding, and we will always
cater to your individual needs including necessary breaks. We will also provide sunscreen,
water, and all your flying and safety gear. Who can I fly with? Getting involved in the sport
presents an opportunity to meet an amazing bunch of people, build new friendships, and be part
of a tight-knit small community. Groups of paramotorists congregate locally each day around
the world to share the joys of flying together. In the US, dozens of local clubs exist, and there
are over 20 fly-in events through the U. How much time will this hobby take from my family?
There is no question that the training syllabus requires an intense effort and time commitment,
typically full days. However, once you are flying on your own, you will be flying mainly at
sunrise, and packed up and home before 10AM. Compared to golf, fishing, and other hobbies
paramotoring is very low impact on your career and family time. Who is a candidate for your
training? Almost anyone! We request that each student be physically active and for any who
feel slower than they once did, to endeavor to increase their mental acuity by playing
stimulating games like Lumosity. What size are the classes? Most are 8 students per class with
4 instructors ensure our students get as much personal attention as needed. How much does all
of this cost? Where does training take place? How long does the training course run? Our
training course always begins on a Saturday and runs for 14 days straight. Do you offer
financing? Check out our Financing page to learn more. What is your refund policy for training
fees? We understand that schedules change and things come up. At 7 days prior to class, the
full training fee is non-refundable. What is PPG? Meet Our Management Team. Meet Our
Instructor Team. Our Locations. Take a Tandem Flight. Wing Size Calculator. Ask Aviator
Livestream. Air Conception Videos. Tech Talk. Location Suggestion Form. Student Experiences.
Student Page. Contact Us. Frequently Asked Questions. Let us knock out some of the most
popular questions for you! We uphold this policy in the following ways: 30 days prior to class,
students lbs and over will be notified to provide confirmation that the standard has been met. At
the start of each session, our students weigh in. Did we leave anything out? Contact Us! Aviator
is a suite of EFB solutions that increase airline efficiencies by streamlining pilot workflows and
lowering ground operation costs. It transforms capabilities previously found in numerous
mobile applications into a single, seamless, intuitive and easy-to-use EFB suite. With Aviator,
your pilots have easy access to their flight briefings, weather data and a utility calculator within
a single EFB application. We know that every airline is different. View a short demo of Aviator 3.
See how four airline personnelâ€”a pilot, flight dispatcher, EFB administrator and flight ops
executiveâ€”use Aviator to help optimize and simplify their everyday tasks. To request
decompression test results or if you have other questions regarding authorization support,
simply fill out the form by clicking the button below to launch the form. A Jeppesen team
member will respond to the request with the information you have requested. Find out how
Aviator, and our personal ecosystem, can make your operation integrated, connected and smart
by contacting us using the button below. Jeppesen Aviator. Why is Aviator right for you? A
configurable solution We know that every airline is different. Learn more. Watch Aviator. See
Aviator in Action View a short demo of Aviator 3. See review on FlyingMag. A Day In The Life
Infographic See how four airline personnelâ€”a pilot, flight dispatcher, EFB administrator and
flight ops executiveâ€”use Aviator to help optimize and simplify their everyday tasks. Get the
Infographic. Make Aviator even more powerful, by combining it with any of the following
solutions: FliteBrief This crew briefing and flight monitoring web portal enables dispatchers,
pilots and other airline operations personal to effectively manage and distribute Aviator flight
briefing packages. FliteDeck Pro X The newest member of the FliteDeck Pro family provides
commercial aviation pilots with the comprehensive navigational charts, manuals and
documentation needed for flying- all delivered in one intuitive pilot- and workflow-focused
interface. FliteDeck Pro X. Boeing Onboard Performance Tool The Onboard Performance Tool
provides self-planning capability through fast and precise performance calculations. It allows

flight crews to calculate the takeoff analysis, landing analysis, and weight and balance
information. Instant and accurate calculations save time by correcting for pressure variation,
runway conditions, engine bleeds, and Minimum Equipment List MEL items. Boeing OPT.
FliteDeck Advisor FliteDeck Advisor is a mobile application providing B pilots with advisories
needed to make small, inflight adjustments and optimize their cost index. Aircraft connectivity
capturing real-time conditions and past aircraft-specific performance data is utilized to
continually calculate and visually depict flight profile and speed advisories to save airlines
money. FliteDeck Advisor. Your company's own applications with the Aviator software
developer's kit Aviator integrates with your company own software kits as well as any other
Boeing, Jeppesen or third-party EFB applications that provides data in ARINC or format. Slide 1
Slide 2 Slide 3 Slide 4 Slide 5. EFB Program Authorization Support To request decompression
test results or if you have other questions regarding authorization support, simply fill out the
form by clicking the button below to launch the form. Get Help. Fact sheet. Want to know more?
Top Chat. Review by tszirmay Special Collaborator Honorary Collaborator. These are absolute
prog classics that still stand the test of time and are entirely worthy of attention. And finally the
poppy in-betweens such as the rambling and jagged opener "Your Loving Is My Home", "Evil
Eye" , "Time Traveller" , all positive ear-candy but far from progressive , outside of a few twists
and turns that keep things interesting. Obviously, Aviator is more of a footnote than a sheer
prog accomplishment but its scarcity make it a valuable addition to a progressive rock
collection. Review by Progbear Prog Reviewer. A worthy follow-up on their great debut disc.
You'll surely note the presence of synths here, they were all played by Lancaster not on
keyboards, but on his Computone Wind Synthesizer Driver, which I'm sure must have been
trailblazing. I'd never heard anyone talking about this release before I bought my cheapie vinyl
copy. Imagine my great surprise to learn it was actually quite good. The high-energy "Silver
Needles" is perhaps my favourite tune on the album, brimming over with exciting riffage. The
slow-burn "Country Morning" and another atmospheric piece, "Morning Journey", are other
apexes. The shorter songs are worthwhile as well. So, four great, proven musicians making
excellent music. What's not to like? It's not on CD, but the vinyl is dirt cheap and not at all hard
to find if you're diligent. A superb bargain-bin staple. Review by greenback Special Collaborator
Honorary Collaborator. Copyright Prog Archives, All rights reserved. Please consider
supporting us by giving monthly PayPal donations and help keep PA fast-loading and ad-free
forever. All four musicians already had an impressive background in different bands. The weak
point was Mick Rogers's vocals. All tracks were cosigned by the band. The tracks are all
different ranging from straightforward Rock to Jazz-Rock and Pop. The tape of the show proves
what an excellent live band they had been. On stage they showed their talent, especially in the
longer instrumental passages. After the tour Jack Lancaster left the band. The remaining trio
recorded their second and last record "Turbulence", released in , with the help of Vivienne
McAuliffe, Carol Stocker and Betsy Cook on background vocals. Again all tracks but one, a
Dylan cover "get your rocks off", were cosigned by the band. It is still a good record, more
straightforward Rock, but less interesting without the sound of Lancaster's sax-playing. The
first record "Aviator" is highly recommended. Studio Album, 3. And last but not least the great
John G. Perry from Caravan. A bunch of really great musucians coming together for, in my
opinion, a great album. The songs varies in style a lot but ties together by the sound. Thanks to
ProgLucky for the artist addition. Donate monthly and keep PA fast-loading and ad-free forever.
Aviator Dashboard, a module available as part of Jeppesen Aviator, offers pilots an at a glance
view of key flight information from various integrated EFB applications. In addition to viewing
weather information provided in their flight briefing package, pilots can also review current
weather along their route, to base their decisions on the most up-to-date weather data. Find out
how Aviator Dashboard, and our entire ecosystem, can make your operation integrated,
connected and smart by clicking the button below. Aviator Dashboard. Redesigned dashboard
and Improved pilot workflow Aviator Dashboard, a module available as part of Jeppesen
Aviator, offers pilots an at a glance view of key flight information from various integrated EFB
applications. Aviator Dashboard benefits In addition to viewing weather information provided in
their flight briefing package, pilots can also review current weather along their route, to base
their decisions on the most up-to-date weather data. Aviator Dashboard includes: Graphical
Route Overview for improved situational awareness Tailored workflow can be achieved through
23 Dashboard tiles One-touch uplink aircraft connectivity Quick access to integrated Jeppesen
applications Quick one-touch access to origin and arrival charts within FliteDeck Pro X Quick
one-touch sharing of the route in FliteDeck Pro X Automatically share flight plan data with
Onboard Performance Tool Secure pilot authentication with FliteBrief. Additional Aviator
modules Check out these other modules that can be configured with Aviator:. Learn More.
Learn more. Fact sheet. Want to know more? Top Chat. Sign In. Edit The Aviator Howard
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Faith Domergue Frances Conroy Hepburn Brent Spiner Robert Gross Stanley DeSantis Louis B.
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Kenneth Walsh J. Ludlow Jacob Davich Howard Hughes's Mother Sam Hennings Frank Joe
Chrest Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 1 Harry Standjofski Crony of Louis B. Mayer Vince Giordano
Giordano Josie Maran Cigarette Girl Justin Shilton Hell's Angels Pilot Arthur Holden Radio
Announcer Raymond Ducasse Roscoe Turner Joseph P. Maitre d' Yves Jacques Cocoanut
Grove Patron Chris Ufland Engineer Al Dubois Pan Am Executive 1 Alan Toy Man on Crutches
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Bradford Uncle Willy Joe Cobden Another Guest 1 Linda E. Emcee Kevin O'Rourke Spencer
Tracy Lisa Bronwyn Moore Noah's Wife Emma Campbell Helen - Jack Frye's wife Martha
Wainwright Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 3 Vincent Laresca Jorge Matt Holland Nick the Custodian
Keith Campbell Marine Al Vandecruys Doctor James Rae Brewster's Maid Nellie Sciutto
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uncredited Brian Fortuna Dancer uncredited Danielle Franke Esquire Starlet uncredited Marc
Gourdeau Engineer uncredited Jess Graham Plane Engineer uncredited Daniel Gutin Hospital
Room Visitor uncredited Trevor Hayes Chef uncredited Harrison Held Mayer Crony uncredited
David Hillberg Stage Hand uncredited Chase Hoyt Usher uncredited Larry Kagele Pilot
uncredited Jason Klamm Military Officer uncredited Steven Wallace Lowe Reporter uncredited
Brian T. Ground Crewman uncredited Lon Moriarty Vivien Leigh uncredited Matthew Reidy
Photographer uncredited Richard Rossi Howard Hughes cousin uncredited Scott Sahadi
Photographer uncredited Heather Sconyers Bathing beauty uncredited Martin Scorsese Dancer
at the Grove uncredited Frank Sivero Photographer uncredited Nikky Smedley Pugg uncredited
R. Bruce Steinheimer Cary Grant uncredited Deliene Wyatt Elias Margaret E. Jackman Frederik
Joly Ackers Claire Alary Patrice Jacques Law III McClaran Stephan McKenzie Murray Jay Peck
Hessey G. Peter King Knott James Lacroix Ballantyne Jeff Barnes Ewan Kevin Field Lee Kim
Lee McGee Paul McGhee Peishel Rachel Perkins Rivera Jr. Rubin J. Seifert Naz Shams Turner
Pepe Valencia Ted Mayer Edward Fincher Martine Gagnon Operator Basecamp Daniel Matthews
Scorsese uncredited Selena Carrillo Leah Amir Heyward Craig Hosking Jeffrey Schwartz Anne
Scott Ransom Walrod Edit page. Share this page:. Clear your history. Howard Hughes.
Katharine Hepburn. Noah Dietrich. Senator Ralph Owen Brewster. Professor Fitz. Johnny Meyer.
Glenn Odekirk. Faith Domergue. Robert Gross. Joseph Breen. Roland Sweet. Hepburn as
Kenneth Walsh. Howard Hughes - 9 Years Old. Howard Hughes's Mother. Hell's Angels Director
of Photography. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 1. Cigarette Girl. Hell's Angels Pilot. Radio
Announcer. Roscoe Turner. Aide to Howard as Joseph Reidy. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 2 as
Loudon Wainwright. Cocoanut Grove Patron. Pan Am Executive 1. Man on Crutches. Another
Guest 1. Another Guest 2 as Linda Smith. Chairman MPA. Hughes' Aide at Censor Hearing.
Spencer Tracy. Helen - Jack Frye's wife. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 3. Hughes' Staff Person. Nick
the Custodian. Brewster's Maid. Another Senator. Self voice archive footage. Pan Am Executive
2. Reporter uncredited. Photographer at 'Hell's Angels' Wrap Party uncredited. Hell's Angels
Crewman uncredited. Film Technican uncredited. Photographer uncredited. Policeman
uncredited. Film Worker uncredited. Editor uncredited. Howard Hughes' film editor uncredited.
Bi-Plane Mechanic 1 uncredited. Howard Hughes Aide uncredited. Starlet uncredited. Coat
Check Girl uncredited. Secretary uncredited. Dancer uncredited. Esquire Starlet uncredited.
Engineer uncredited. Plane Engineer uncredited. Hell's Angels Film Executive uncredited.
Hospital Room Visitor uncredited. Chef uncredited. Mayer Crony uncredited. Stage Hand
uncredited. Usher uncredited. Pilot uncredited. Man in Tux at 'Hell's Angels' Premiere
uncredited. Military Officer uncredited. Ground Crewman uncredited. Hell's Angels Airline
Mechanic uncredited. Vivien Leigh uncredited. Howard Hughes cousin uncredited. Bathing
beauty uncredited. Dancer at the Grove uncredited. Pugg uncredited. Cary Grant uncredited.
Make-up Girl to Katharine Hepburn uncredited. TWA Executive uncredited. Video Catalog.
History of Commercial. Segment: Wayne Boggs Air Boss. Snippet: Flying Conditions. Military
Reel. Hot Air Balloon
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Experience. The Aviators - Formation Flying. Aviators Bits: Aerostars Takeoff Don't try this at
home. Best of The Aviators. Aviators Bits: Aviat Husky. Aviators 8 "Flying" Trailer Premieres
Oct. Aviators Bits: Aviation Volunteerism. Aviators Bits: Paragliding. Aviators Aviators Bits:
Unusual attitude training in an L Aviators Bits: The gravity defying??? F Raptor. Aviators Bits:
The ugly??? A Thunderbolt. Aviators Bits: Corsair. The Aviators: Soaring Director's
Commentary. Aviators Bits: Glider loop with Manfred Radius. Aviators Bits: Night Flying.
Aviators Bits: Filming "Flying an airliner into a severe thunderstorm". The Aviators, Episode
Aviators 6: Inverted 3G Roll. The Aviators: Water Take Off. Aviators 6 Trailer: Let's Go Fly! The
Aviators: Haircut. The Aviators: The People The Places The Planes. The Bikers: Opening Theme
Song. The Bikers: On The Line. Jet Truck "Deadliest" Trailer. Aviators 5: Episode 5. Aviators 5:
"Breakfast" Trailer. Save big on bundles! Shop for Bundles Now!

